Abstract. Probability theory and mathematical statistics is a basic course that various professional departments of undergraduate institutions offer, which does not only cover various aspects but also can be applied in various subjects. Concerning the subject itself, it studies on random phenomenon, which is largely different from previous mathematical sciences in terms of thinking mode and shall be difficult for students to master and understand. This paper starts from the problems and difficulties of university mathematic education, combines the characteristics of probability theory and mathematical statistics as well as current teaching condition to study and discuss about the education reform. What's more, based on the concrete condition of schools, it comes up with some new suggestions which can effectively improve the teaching quality.
Introduction
Probability theory and mathematical statistics is a mathematical science which study on the random phenomenon and rules, with its ideas and methods widely being applied in social practice, scientific experiment, financial economy, chemical engineering and physics etc. Because of the development of scientific technology as well as the accelerating of knowledge updating, traditional concepts and approaches of university education should be changed so as to adapt to the new trend. Then, how to strengthen students' competition consciousness and cultivate their innovation and application ability, how to continually introduce advanced scientific technology, concept and approaches into classes shall be problems for educators to think about. Probability theory and mathematical statistic is deemed as a basic approach for modern engineering, information, society and economic research application, and is a core mathematical subject. Recently, probability and statistics has been applied in many subjects, including finance, earth science, life science, artificial intelligence, and communication network.
How to learn well has become a topic which worths universities as well as all concerned parties to think about it. This paper discusses about the characteristics of probability statistics and the current condition as well as problems of current mathematical education, which also combines some theories of modern educational psychology to discuss about the educational reform of probability statistics.
Problems of Probability Theory Course Teaching
Nowadays, the information is highly developed and the basic theory as well as approaches of stochastic mathematics have been highlighted in information collection, processing and application and have become necessary standard to value a modern professionals. However, the current education has the following problems:
It emphasizes professional education and therefore there will be partial understanding on the function of university mathematical education, that is to serve the professions, which reflect on each sector of the education as guiding ideas and will exert a huge impact. At present, a dazzling array of teaching staff still have the same understanding because they never study on the function of university mathematics in university education.
For teachers, the teaching contents are dull while the teaching plan and syllabi are fixed, therefore, they are only responsible for textbooks and examination and tend to ignore the cultivation on students' ability and quality, thus affect the full play of enthusiasm and growth. What's more, concerning the teaching methods, they highlight the symbolic match and problem-solving skill training, ignoring the guidance from direct (application and aesthetic feeling) and background perspectives. Besides, they teach based on a simplest way without reasoning and students cannot be active.
A same major implement liberal arts and science enrollment and students' mathematical level has a huge gap because they come from different places, which will bring along with difficulties for teachers to organize teaching.
Strengthening Curriculum System
Teaching contents refer to the information conveyed during the interaction between teachers and students, who complete their learning under the guidance of teachers. So, teachers are of important guidance to carry out a comprehensive teaching plan. We choose proper teaching materials, including basic knowledge for probability theory (random event and probability, random variable and distribution, the numerical characteristics for random variables, law of large numbers and central limit theory) and mathematical statistics (sampling distribution, interval estimation, hypothesis testing). Teachers can introduce statistics ideas and strengthen applications, for example, they can introduce some cases in economics for students to carry out a discussion, which cannot only establish a sound learning environment but also enliven classroom atmosphere and upgrade teaching effect.
During the teaching process of probability theory and mathematical statistics, the following approaches can be adopted:
Expositive teaching: Teachers complete the teaching task mainly based on classroom instruction, including large-span introduction, formula derivation confirmation, problem explanation, content summary, exercise class;
Heuristic teaching: Teachers prepare the teaching content in advance, determine the point cut and process monitoring point and adopt observation, hint, description to guide students to deeply think about the problems with solutions; Self-study approach: Students think independently, study intensively, practice and apply the knowledge so as to grasp the knowledge and acquire the ability to learn new stuff, which can help them be adapted to the society with rapid development of technology; Guided discovery style: Under the guidance of teachers, we mobilize students' subjective initiative through self-study, discussion, extensive reading, summary and homework so as to cultivate students' ability to learn by themselves, which demonstrate the principle of students as subject while teachers as guiders;
Comparative teaching method: While teaching, teachers carry out comparison between the new knowledge and old one as well as the concept so as to strengthen understanding and memory.
Introducing Mathematical Modeling
The basic idea of mathematical modeling is to adopt mathematical knowledge to establish models so as to solve practical problems. Probability theory is an applied mathematical course with a heap of abstract concepts and theoretical knowledge. We can introduce mathematical modeling and concepts, natures as well as theories into real problems, while choosing realistic, applied and operation-oriented case to help students solve the problems with probability statistics knowledge so as to ignite students' enthusiasm and enhance their application ability. Mathematical modeling can enable students to feel and understand the process of knowledge emergence and development, cultivate their scientific and innovative spirit, promote their ability to collect and acquire knowledge, and at the same time improve the ability to analyze and solve problems. For example, to have a second child is a basic state policy of China. If the first child is a girl, the couple can have a second baby yet they cannot have a third baby. So, will this policy exert impact on the proportion of boys and girls? This problem include the probability issue which can be analyzed based on models. We can also introduce the problem into classroom so as to improve students' ability to analyze and solve problems.
Good mathematical skills, innovative thinking ability and application ability are requirements for talents in the new century, so probability theory and mathematical statistics is of crucial importance.
Conclusion
The reform of probability and mathematical statistics reform has achieved a mighty advance and a glittering array of innovative course contents, structures, new schemes for system reform, teaching materials and curriculum have emerged. What's more, to reform the teaching approaches and introduce new research and practice for teaching methods have attracted the attention of various maths teachers. However, the development is not balanced and there is a shortage of systematic and comprehensive experiment. Overall, the traditional teaching method and approaches do not change a lot and it is difficult to update the teaching contents. This paper starts from the problems and difficulties of university mathematic education, combines the characteristics of probability theory and mathematical statistics as well as current teaching condition to study and discuss about the education reform and innovation so as to provide a good learning policy for teachers and students.
